PFDJ REGIME FOR WILD ANIMALS:
A satire by Asselman: The zonal administration of the Eritrean regime seems more worried and
concerned about wild animals than human beings. While Eritreans of all walks are worried about the
land proclamation, use, policies and the way it is handled by the regime, the regime does not care about
the human aspects but about the wild animals. The reason is one and the same. Currently and in Eritrea,
wild not domestic animals are large in number than human beings. So it's obvious for PIA to displace and
suffocate humans to flee the countries to leave more land for natural parks. The flow of the Eritreans to
neighboring countries, like Ethiopia and Sudan has urged the zonal administration organ to confine itself
about how to keep or hold back the subject (wild animals) from crossing the border. Because the
aggregate findings of the zonal administration have manifested that after two or three months and
unless the needed forces to curb the ill intentioned upraising of the wild animals which might have a
great impact up on the few domestic animals left behind and forced to stay back while a great chunk of
which had crossed to Ethiopia in the border war injected by the current Eritrean regime at post in 2000
is worked out, Eritrea will remain the Sahara of the East Africa- a great challenge to IGAD to reverse it.
Therefore, the Eritrean zonal administration which is led by the frail, impotent but the veteran,
Woldemichael Abraha, is under intense pressure from the presidential office to come up with authentic
plan of action to set the project of Animal Farm into motion in Eritrea. As to the study of the organ, not
pigs but elephants are nominated to be more equal than the rest animals and are being given a vast
Tiesa meret in Gash barka. This zone is chosen for its fertility and vastness. On top, the traditional
owners of this area, the indigenous Kunama people, as we all know, are forced and suppressed to accept
or bow to the repressive, hegemonic and heavy handed administrative style of the PFDJ's regime. By the
way, an elephant is culturally respected animal among the Kunama and therefore, nothing wrong if
picked to replace the marginalized, excluded and ousted Kunama. And the body posture too is tall and
big with a small skull, the very favorable criterion the current Eritrean president Isaias Afwerqi and his
cohorts have gone through so far since liberation struggle. God knows the mental caliber of the
elephant, the giant tall and a slow animal to convince the rest animals not to cross the border for their
safety. It's, therefore, heard that unless the project of realizing Animals Farm in Eritrea is set in to
motion, Eritrea shall be a state devoid of both first (human)and second (animals)class citizens. The
current, day to day influx of the Eritrean refugees is tripling in size than before. The regime's military
might is on collapse. Economically paralyzed. Psychologically hypnotized and in a state of delirium.
Diplomatically secluded. What else and what not! Since, we failed, forced, and missed to share the
fortunes of our great effort and sacrifice in liberating Eritrea by the erroneous reckless and irresponsible
style of leadership of PFDJ, let's wish the regime to lead the wild animals instead! Let our slogan be PFDJ
FOR WILD ANIMALS!

